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Teksig- method Workshop  
Aesthetics and design are often given less attention when developing smart textile sensors and applications, especially 
when conducted in a science and technology research setting. As such, the current dominating technology-led approach 
offers little emotional, expressive, aesthetical and sensorial fulfilment to the end-users, which are all essential considerations 
to ensure meeting the commercial potential of smart textile-based products. To fully utilise the expertise of a textile de-
signer, who is becoming increasingly more involved in the technical construction of smart textiles and – artefacts, there is a 
need to augment methods available for a designer to develop smart textiles.  

The diversifying of practices and different forms of interdisciplinary collaboration in (smart textile) design, also calls for a 
method which addresses the distinct gap between (textile) design and electrical engineering, exemplified by the miscom-
munication between aesthetic and tactile qualities, and electrical signalling [1]. 

The Teksig- method [2], was developed during a multidisciplinary project with three Aalto university departments: chemis-
try, design and electrical engineering, originating from research on experiments with a zinc oxide semiconductor deposited 
over cotton substrate [3]. The method is useable for developing smart textiles and –materials and electrical functionality 
without the need for deep electrical knowledge by using visual signal tools. In addition to textiles, the method can be ex-
ploited with other materials, e.g. 3D-printed material and combinations of non-conductive and conductive materials.  
 
Teksig- method allows: 

• visualising electric behaviour of electro-conductive patterns for verifying how the textile/material reacts in different 
situations 

• evaluating technical aspects, such as for signalling and sensing, with sensorial, aesthetic and experiential qualities, 
in mind.  

• means for an engineer to give guidelines, visual limits or targets to indicate the functionality range of electro-
conductive material 

• a tool for designers and engineers to discuss, and to better understand different design decisions  
 
What is the workshop about?  
This workshop focuses on learning and utilising the Teksig-method both in theory and in practice.  
 
Day 1: Introduction to the Teksig-method, hands-on testing with material samples 
Day 2: Designing with the Teksig- method; testing PhD students’ own materials derived from their doctoral research (re-
quires prior discussion with workshop organiser); exploiting the method with collaborative material explorations and out-
comes from other workshops   
Day 3: Continuing day 2 activities 
 
Goals 
At the end of the workshop, the participants have an understanding on how to independently begin exploring the devel-
opment of smart materials with electro-conductive materials, with an oscilloscope and a signal generator.  
 
Organiser(s) and location 
Riikka Townsend, Doctoral Candidate (Embodied Design Research Group), ARTS 
A-space, Otakaari 15, Otaniemi, Espoo, http://aspace.aalto.fi 
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